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MOHAMMED UMAR M

I am a businessman/landlord. I have been and brought up in
Ballari Karnataka.I have been In this world of my profession
since 2016. I wanted to be a known actor in my City and rise as
an actor and build a career in the acting field by being kind
and working hard to become a successful actor. Being always
motivated and staying focused on the work that I do and
following my ethic in order to maintain consistency in my
profession. I want to set an example that whatever the
consequences are in life I will deal with them and I have my
goals and aims fixed and to work on them I'll do beyond
hardwork and dedication. by the principle of writing the latest
events in order to make the readers interested with the recent
events. Furthermore, a magazine article sometimes needs to
include interviews with the interviewees to get the most
accurate information.

I am a more interactive person and I love communicating with new people
and to know about their lifestyle and their hobbies. I put my efforts to make
new people around me comfortable and help them find it easy to
communicate with me. I don't plan more about the future, I go with the
flow of life.
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ONEDGE: DJ

The entertainment and music industry has been one of the most creative
fields for ages. It requires a significant level of creativity and innovation to
produce entertaining music. The current golden era of generation has been
blessed with tremendous loads of talent, skills, and expertise. They have
constantly been raising the bar for perfection and performance, which has
enthralled millions of listeners around the globe. Thousands of artists, singers,
composers, and producers have paved the way attracting umpteen work
and livelihood opportunities. With the objective of reaching wider audiences
across the globe, budding singers and music artists are leaving no stone
unturned in exploring themselves to the fullest. Meet one such emerging DJ
and producer named DJ OnEdge (Neil Creado), whose journey and the story
is a remarkable tale to tell and share with others.
Garnering a lot of love, fame, and recognition among audiences worldwide,
OnEdge has developed a loyal fan base of followers. He is now also a top DJ’s
of India.

PRIYA BANARASI
Priya, the heart-pounding show business sensation better known as
Baby Banarasi She has won a number of pageants, including Miss
Banaras 2018 and Miss UP 2020. The actress has been in a number of
music videos and advertising campaigns. She is recognised for her
seductive divine beauty, elegant demeanour, and enviable charm. She
gained the reputation and audience adoration she so richly deserves
thanks to her outstanding performances in numerous songs and print
shows. Her is prepared to launch with a strong sense of enthusiasm.
Her new webseries and music videos, according to rumours, will
revolutionise her acting career.
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Himanshi Singh : Model
Himanshi Singh, a gorgeous girl who has started her modeling
career from Delhi. She is a professional model and social media
influencer. She was born and brought up in Moradabad, Uttar
Pradesh India on 12 Jun 1995. She started her modelling career
with multiple big brands like Amazon, flipkart , Myntra and
portfolio shoots with celebrities like Umar Riaz and Sumedh
Mudhgalkar. She has unique and elegant personality.
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Supermodel Kian Barazandeh
Kian, who moved to the United Arab Emirates to pursue his
dream of becoming an athlete, was born in Tehran, Iran. He
was aware that the United Arab Emirates would provide him
with the best opportunity to hone his abilities and realise the
full potential of his athletic career.

ASHOK
PRASAD
Ashok Prasad Abhishek may seem like just another guy vying to make his
mark in his chosen industries, but he is definitely much beyond that. He
has proved the same by the kind of crazy success as a youngster he has
achieved by spreading his wings across sectors like IT, investments, stock
markets, marketing, and now the entertainment world. He highlights, “I
have always been this guy who would never settle for anything mediocre. I
have always wanted to do things that could challenge me in some way, and
that’s why I have tried my hand at varied industries to excel at each one
of them.” Adding further, he says, “This is the very reason that also
brought me into the entertainment world, where today I work as a
producer, director, and investor and am glad of the love audiences have
been giving to the projects I have backed so far.”
He is the one who produced the Bhojpuri film Abhineta se Rajneta,
featuring Dinesh Lal Yadav, aka Nirahua. He chose this script for the
Bhojpuri film industry because he saw the power in the same as it was
made, taking inspiration from the real-life story of Nirahua, and he
believed that this story needs to be told in Bhojpuri to create a deeper
impact on the audiences. Ashok Prasad Abhishek also recently produced a
song titled “Hum Reh Gaye Akele” and has been consistently gaining so
much admiration and love for his work in the industry.
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MRS. ACTRESS

KHUSHBOO ATRE
AN ACTRESS
By hindustan times
Recently seen in Criminal Justice-3,
playing
a
rustic
character
of
protagonist Pankaj Tripathi’s wife,
actor Khushboo Atre asserts that for an
outsider it is difficult to comprehend
how the industry functions.
Sharing how things changed for her,
Atre adds, “Besides TV I also did films
like Raazi and Shamitabh but no pivotal
role came my way. Then OTT happened
and I got projects like Illegal, Naked
and last two seasons of Criminal
Justice. And, that’s when makers took
notice of me.”

"The question is what about
khushboo's experience?"
Talking about her experience with working
with Pankaj Tripathi, she says, “He is too
prepared and a very knowledgeable artiste. The
way he pursue his characters that’s
unfathomable for newbies. I’m grateful that I
got to share screen with him and learn so much
about the craft.” Currently, Atre is shooting
with Akshay Kumar and Parineeti Chopra for an
untitled film.
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SHILPI UPPAL
An interview with Shilpi Uppal By Xpert
Times

SHILPI UPPAL

I started my career as a Hotelier. I gained my degree in
MBA in Hospitality and Tourism. My life was just like any
other women. I got married and everything seemed on
track. But sometimes life have other plans for you. When I
got my divorced, life seemed difficult. But once you decide
to manage things on your own, nothing is impossible. I
never cared about society, because I had my daughter to
take care of. During my child growing up years, I would tell
her about the hardships I faced in bringing her up without
a father. Since my daughter was sensitive towards me, she
became my friend and I could manage everything alone.
People around me would always give unsolicited advice,
but I realised that society can never change. So, being
confident and having strong willpower was my mantra to
sail through. My family always had my back and helped
me go through my hardships. They always motivated to
keep on going no matter how hard life gets.

No matter how solid your support system is, unless you are convinced in your
belief and stay firm, nothing will work for you. You have to feel strong from
within. Financial independence is a huge plus point, and you have to be willing
to take the risk. I knew how to earn my meal, and that made a difference.
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MOTIVATION
Shilpi Uppal

I never had any motivation or inspiration
factor when I was growing up. There
were no social media and no power of
the internet when I was struggling with
body image and confidence issues.
When was growing up, I was unaware
that there were plus-size models. It was
always told to me that models
supposed to be thin, petite, and tall girls.
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OVERCOMING DIFFICULTIES
AND CHALLENGES
Shilpi Uppal
Being fat is still considered taboo in
Our country. Plus-size people face challenges in their lives because of societal
expectations of how to look. The typical& stereotypical beauty standards are
still-given added importance. I have been-bullied, fat-shamed, body-shamed
all-my life. I face it even today by random-people on social media who don't
even know me,There was a time when I was at my lowest because I was
struggling with
my insecurities. However. when I hit a
breaking point in my mid-20s, I realized
that I will have to walk on the path of
self-love. If I won't step up for myself, no one else would. People are always
there
to criticize and put you down. You have
to protect yourself and carve out space.
This is not a one-day journey. Gradually,
challenges stop or you stop being-bothered by them. It's like taking babysteps,
one day at a time. Every day I used-to remind myself that I love myself, Idon't
care about what other people-think and it's high time that I start living
my life the way I want to, and slowly that
confidence started building.
Now, I am extremely comfortable in my
skin. However, it took a lot of time,patience , and determination to landhere.
The essence is to pick yourself each time you fall.
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MAANASVI PATEL
Actress

Maanasvi Patel, the heart throbbing sensation of the show biz
predominantly working in Bollywood film industry. She has
also worked with huge names in the industry such as Colours,
Star Plus, Zee Cinema and many more. upcoming Netflix Web
series LSD (Love Sex aur Dhokha) by Kajal Pandit is playing a
bold and beautiful role of a hot woman The actress has
starred in several item songs, Ads and commercial shoots. She
is well renowned for her alluring divine beauty, graceful
etiquettes, and unattainable charm. The phenomenal
performances in various songs and print shows gave her the
fame she deserves and the love received by the audience. Her
is all set to launch with full enthusiasm and high spirits.
Rumours say that her new web-series and music videos are
going to be a game changer for her acting career.

The stunning beauty is recognised for her out-of-this-world
smile and expressive eyes. Her golden hair and flawless form
make her a natural in front of the camera. Her exotic Asian
vibe comes from the wheatish Indian skin tone she flaunts
around. The model is seen to pull off whatever photograph
that is given to her, whether it is a regular Indian girl or a
glossy fashionista. Her respect for her profession is
admirable, as seen by her industrious, sincere, and honest
demeanour. Her professionalism is well-known in the field,
and her upbeat demeanour is constantly respected by her coworkers.
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